Pharmacy program to be hit hard

Residents could pay a third more; law students also face increase

Mary Geraghty

The Daily Iowan

UI pharmacy students may see a 32.7 percent increase in their tuition next year if Iowa state Board of Regents members approve a board office recommendation at their meeting Wednesday. At their monthly meeting, the regents will again discuss the increase for students at all regents institutions, but UI pharmacy students will be hit the hardest if the plan is approved. Iowa residents in the College of Pharmacy would pay $178 more in tuition, while nonresident tuition would increase 15.4 percent or $1,150 per year. 

UI President for University Relations Ann Sullivan said the additional funds would be used to increase the quality of the pharmacy program. "There is a plan to strengthen the College of Pharmacy, particularly with the Pharm.D program," she said. "This program is essential for our college to remain in high demand. Implementation of the new degree of pharmacist or Pharm.D. would be partially funded through increased student tuition." Sullivan said the recommendation which was released Thursday. UI law students would also see a greater increase (than the rest of the student body), with resident paying $210 more and nonresident tuition increasing by $1,264. The greatest tuition proposal for resident students at UI would pay $3,798 in tuition, an increase of 5.3 percent for their counterparts at Iowa State University and the University of Northern Iowa. In addition to tuition increases, the board office recommended an increase in computer fees as well as three schools. General computer fees for full-time students would increase from $90 to $125 per year, but UI engineering students would pay $215 more each year.

CONSERVATIVE FRONT COMBINATION

Activists clash over First Amendment

Roy Desch

The Daily Iowan

Iowa City was under fire Thursday afternoon. Mayflower residents were greeted by hoots and hollers by CAT members. As Footnote / The Daily Iowan

Iowa City is considering totally rebuilding Duffield Hall at an estimated cost of $2 million.

State, city governments questioning possible flood costs they must cover

Chris Philben

The Daily Iowan

A federal flood relief package, which may require law state and city governments to pay at least 15 percent of flood relief costs has left many officials in Iowa and across the Midwest con-

Cory Dab Outlow
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Local News

The Hawkeyes will battle Penn State at Kinnick Stadium Sat-

days in hopes of losing for a complete preview see Section C.

Bus routes to change at Iowa City for game days

During game days: • Outbound from downtown via 4S & Entertainment ................ SB • Inbound from Iowa City to downtown via 4S & Entertainment ................ SB • The Seventh Avenue route will change schedules, departing from downtown at 7.15 a.m. and 8.15 a.m. Buses will leave downtown 45 minutes after the times.

State Senate approves bill that would limit clinics that perform third-trimester abortions

Residents could pay a third more; law students also face increase

"There is a plan to strengthen the College of Pharmacy, particularly with the Pharm.D program," she said. "This program is essential for our college to remain in high demand. Implementation of the new degree of pharmacist or Pharm.D. would be partially funded through increased student tuition." Sullivan said the recommendation which was released Thursday. UI law students would also see a greater increase (than the rest of the student body), with resident paying $210 more and nonresident tuition increasing by $1,264. The greatest tuition proposal for resident students at UI would pay $3,798 in tuition, an increase of 5.3 percent for their counterparts at Iowa State University and the University of Northern Iowa. In addition to tuition increases, the board office recommended an increase in computer fees as well as three schools. General computer fees for full-time students would increase from $90 to $125 per year, but UI engineering students would pay $215 more each year.

The vote was 28-0, with 15 abstentions. The legislation now heads to the House of Representatives for a likely approval. The bill will then go to the governor for a signature. The Iowa House has already approved a similar bill, which awaits the governor's signature.

(See HEALTH PLAN, Page 7.)

Student relocations leave some puzzled

Kelly Bechtel

The Daily Iowan

For UI freshman Melissa Winn, moving into her room in Borge Residence Hall in August was a dream. However, being relocated to Slater on Thursday was not. 

"I requested was there. I assumed it was going to be there," said Winn. She was surprised by the sudden change. "I was sent my housing in early. When I got my assignment, the girl above me that I was supposed to be next to, she was supposed to be in the room, both sides remained calm as Lian Schmidt, the 3-0. At their monthly meeting, the regents will again discuss the increase for students at all regents institutions, but UI pharmacy students will be hit the hardest if the plan is approved. Iowa residents in the College of Pharmacy would pay $178 more in tuition, while nonresident tuition would increase 15.4 percent or $1,150 per year. "There is a plan to strengthen the College of Pharmacy, particularly with the Pharm.D program," she said. "This program is essential for our college to remain in high demand. Implementation of the new degree of pharmacist or Pharm.D. would be partially funded through increased student tuition." Sullivan said the recommendation which was released Thursday. UI law students would also see a greater increase (than the rest of the student body), with resident paying $210 more and nonresident tuition increasing by $1,264. The greatest tuition proposal for resident students at UI would pay $3,798 in tuition, an increase of 5.3 percent for their counterparts at Iowa State University and the University of Northern Iowa. In addition to tuition increases, the board office recommended an increase in computer fees as well as three schools. General computer fees for full-time students would increase from $90 to $125 per year, but UI engineering students would pay $215 more each year.
Behind the wall of green

More than just fair-weather friends, weedsman, those speckled monsters of another nature, have spent a long summer keeping bad news. How would you predict they feel?

Lyne A. Toff
The Daily Iowan

it was a summer to remember — rains, flooding, dead crops. The Deluxe having to be told to tell one too many lies. A fine tune to be a weatherman.

"George Washington grew cannabis in his ilpale," a man said. "Alcohol is the country's most forbidden fruits.

"Despite the government's ban on marijuana, hemp is published by Student Publications Inc., Cedar Rapids, IA 52401-3504. I'll be amazed.

"This summer there was something going on every day that would normally be a routine," Johnson said. "There was no nothingness about this summer." He said to everyone about it.

"KGCH-9 meteorologist for Dinner. Ely, said once. "I'm amazed though, at how many people blame us for the weather. I guess I just don't understand how people think that we can do that.
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Patriots of the Sports Columns, 12 S. Dubuque St., have the convenience of an in-house Automatic Telephone Machine.

Bar, bank team together to provide spending cash

Tommie McCune, the final witness to testify against convicted murderer Kevin Williams and his common-law wife, Leda Coleman in the Ryan Wagehoft murder trial, took the stand Thursday afternoon, Tom McNeice, the manager of the bank, agreed to provide spending cash back that evening.

William Coleman and the others left the apartment and drove to Henry and Wagehoft's residence in Iowa City, where they shared a meal. "Kevin (Williams) said he was going to talk to the guy," McCune said. "He was going to try to convince him to stop them threatening him and his wife."

Williams told McCune and the others he didn't want to go because he was afraid Ryan Henry, Wagehoft's roommate, was going to jump him because of the $80 Williams owed him for some marijuana. Williams told the group that Henry had been threatening him and his wife.

Shelesh Joe / The Daily Iowan

The author of "Shelesh Joe," the novel upon which the blockbuster movie is based, is scheduled to present a public reading and discussion of his latest work Wednesday, 1:30 p.m. at the Writers' Forum in the third floor of the English-Philosophy Building.

"I just have enough sense about life in the way of the "Shelesh Joe,"" McCune said. "In a 1940s setting in Alberta, Canada, Kinsella wrote "Casey at the Bat," a sport novel in the same league as "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow.""

Williams told McCune and Williams that they were not happy with how their books are adapted for the screen, he enjoyed "Field of Dreams."" They had half an hour, and that's hardly time to enjoy doing anything," Kinsella said.
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He said he thought the guy had something to do with the shooting. After McCune left the stand, the state rested.
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State to collect $44 million less in taxes

Mike Glover
Associated Press

DES MOINES — Budget experts Thursday shot down $44 million from Governor Terry Branstad's budget as the state will collect in taxes this year.

"Budget experts believed record flooding and new federal tax law lessened the reduction," Gov. Terry Branstad and legislative leaders' budget problem. "They are not legislators or economists. They are not architects of the foundation for the state. They are the people who are going to build a very large building.

"The budget would total $8.6 billion, out of the amount of money available to spend, and if this were to happen, this year's flooding has run up extra costs that would total a short fall of $80 million to $85 million in this year's budget, they warned after Thursday's decision.

"We're going to pay out all of the options for the governor and top legislative leaders," said Governor Branstad. "Our budget will be $87.5 million less than that.

When the panel last met — "In my opinion, the sky isn't falling," said Charles Whitman, U- economist.

before the flooding hit — it had reduced to $39 million, the lowest state budget year which July 1. This new budget would be $3 million less than that. The reduction was from low tax collections caused by flooding. The next comes from changes in federal taxes, too, said. A tax package approved in December increased income taxes for the wealthy. Because low tax laws, that reduces for federal income tax payments, that will not reflect the state's income.

The move comes just a day after the Iowa Monday that people have survived the flooding crowded and people that state is not still recovery.

"In my opinion, the sky isn't falling," U economist Charles Whitman had said.

"We're not ready to start the meeting Confer- ence reached exactly the opposite conclusion that tax collections would not be the state's income.

Next to be discussed is a budget reform package approved Republicans that includes the three-month panel's for- mula approach to the budget.

Supervisors discuss publishing costs

Tricia Diehl
The Daily Iowan

Having already spent $4,000 more than two years publishing meeting minutes, members of the Johnson County Board of Supervisors discussed ways to cut their costs.

Supervisors approved a budget for the fiscal year which began July 1. The budget was $4,000 more than two years ago, said. Also, the county could end up spending nearly an extra $80,000 by the end of the year.

"I'm not sure what people are doing today. Many women have gone on to do bigger and better things," said. "It's neat to see what everyone is doing today. Many women have come to the event were community members, members of the clergy, people who haven't been in their home for the outing community programs at the end of the year. We are very lucky to be a part of the Iowa City community," said. "This is an supportive of women's opportunities and the Emma Goldman Clinic."

The clinic, a nonprofit center for women's organizations and reproductive rights, is going to distribute money to benefit flood victims in Iowa City and the Greater Johnson County Area.

"He said.

Chairwoman Patricia Meade said the board would look into what the law requires to be published to see what, if anything, could be cut. "We are concerned about dollars and a number of reasons," Meade said. "We need to recognize the fact that people have spoken to us on the matter and we shall see how the board will handle this issue."

In other matters, the board approved the Johnson County BEATH policy for freshmen. The policy allows freshmen in a 60-day span before a required surgery to be issued required band members also got the chance to look into the current table recruits to see how they can make a better petition with the signatures of about 150 unhappy commuters.

CONCERNED ABOUT DOLLARS'

Hawk Walk

FLOOD RELIEF FUNDRAISER

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1 P.M.

Walk starts at West High School and ends at Hubbard Park

Join us in raising money for Operation Payback to benefit flood victims in Iowa City and the Greater Johnson County Area

Sponsored by: The University of Iowa Homecoming Council

You'll love the look

This Fall!

Women's Health Care is Main Goal

Local clinic celebrates 20 years

Pnintati Kattelumenni
The Daily Iowan

The clinic celebrated its 20th anniversary Thursday, marking its 20th anniversary since it opened.

The clinic, a nonprofit center owned and operated by women, provides a wide range of services including first-trimester abortion, reproductive health services, family planning, pre-conception counseling and testing, counseling for sexually transmitted diseases, counseling BHT testing, pap smears, breast exam instruction and massage therapy.

"The clinic's goal is to provide women with health-care information so that they can make decisions about their own health," said.

"Our belief is that information is power," said. "The more information women have about their bodies and about reproductive choices, the more decision able will be in all aspects of their life," said, associate director of the clinic.

The kickoff event for the anniversary celebration was an open house held at the clinic. Invited to the event were community members, members of the clergy and elected local, state and federal officials. Fewer of the clinic were able to attend the event due to the amount of money available to the clinic.

"I am proud of the services we provide to the women and the impact women make from our staff," said. "It was an open house one way was one way we can expand our services, along with thanking the community for its outstanding support for the Emma Goldman Clinic these past 20 years."

Along with the open house, the clinic held a staff reunion at the Union with over 100 former and current staff members in attendance, according to. "From all the way we opened, the Emma Goldman Clinic has become an important part of the Iowa City community," said. "Before the flooding hit — it had reduced to $39 million, the lowest state budget year which July 1. This new budget would be $3 million less than that. The reduction was from low tax collections caused by flooding. The next comes from changes in federal taxes, too, said. A tax package approved in December increased income taxes for the wealthy. Because low tax laws, that reduces for federal income tax payments, that will not reflect the state's income.

The move comes just a day after the Iowa Monday that people have survived the flooding crowded and people that state is not still recovery.

"In my opinion, the sky isn't falling," U economist Charles Whitman had said.

"We're not ready to start the meeting Confer- ence reached exactly the opposite conclusion that tax collections would not be the state's income.

Next to be discussed is a budget reform package approved Republicans that includes the three-month panel's for- mula approach to the budget.
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The clinic, a nonprofit center for women's organizations and reproductive rights, is going to distribute money to benefit flood victims in Iowa City and the Greater Johnson County Area.

"He said.

Chairwoman Patricia Meade said the board would look into what the law requires to be published to see what, if anything, could be cut. "We are concerned about dollars and a number of reasons," Meade said. "We need to recognize the fact that people have spoken to us on the matter and we shall see how the board will handle this issue."

In other matters, the board approved the Johnson County BEATH policy for freshmen. The policy allows freshmen in a 60-day span before a required surgery to be issued required band members also got the chance to look into the current table recruits to see how they can make a better petition with the signatures of about 150 unhappy commuters.
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"I am proud of the services we provide to the women and the impact women make from our staff," said. "It was an open house one way was one way we can expand our services, along with thanking the community for its outstanding support for the Emma Goldman Clinic these past 20 years."

Along with the open house, the clinic held a staff reunion at the Union with over 100 former and current staff members in attendance, according to. "From all the way we opened, the Emma Goldman Clinic has become an important part of the Iowa City community," said. "Before the flooding hit — it had reduced to $39 million, the lowest state budget year which July 1. This new budget would be $3 million less than that. The reduction was from low tax collections caused by flooding. The next comes from changes in federal taxes, too, said. A tax package approved in December increased income taxes for the wealthy. Because low tax laws, that reduces for federal income tax payments, that will not reflect the state's income.

The move comes just a day after the Iowa Monday that people have survived the flooding crowded and people that state is not still recovery.

"In my opinion, the sky isn't falling," U economist Charles Whitman had said.

"We're not ready to start the meeting Confer- ence reached exactly the opposite conclusion that tax collections would not be the state's income.

Next to be discussed is a budget reform package approved Republicans that includes the three-month panel's for- mula approach to the budget.

Supervisors approved a budget for the fiscal year which began July 1. The budget was $4,000 more than two years ago, said. Also, the county could end up spending nearly an extra $80,000 by the end of the year.

"I'm not sure what people are doing today. Many women have gone on to do bigger and better things," said. "It's neat to see what everyone is doing today. Many women have come to the event were community members, members of the clergy, people who haven't been in their home for the outing community programs at the end of the year. We are very lucky to be a part of the Iowa City community," said. "This is an supportive of women's opportunities and the Emma Goldman Clinic."

The clinic, a nonprofit center for women's organizations and reproductive rights, is going to distribute money to benefit flood victims in Iowa City and the Greater Johnson County Area.

"He said.

Chairwoman Patricia Meade said the board would look into what the law requires to be published to see what, if anything, could be cut. "We are concerned about dollars and a number of reasons," Meade said. "We need to recognize the fact that people have spoken to us on the matter and we shall see how the board will handle this issue."

In other matters, the board approved the Johnson County BEATH policy for freshmen. The policy allows freshmen in a 60-day span before a required surgery to be issued required band members also got the chance to look into the current table recruits to see how they can make a better petition with the signatures of about 150 unhappy commuters.
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A major in their original housing applications and they didn’t understand their new assignment. Maggie Van Oel, assistant director for housing, said that there are some cases where the roommates are done for a semester, but the university is not comfortable specifically because of the confidential nature of housing assignments. "We always have a reason," she said.

"We always have a reason. We don’t do it indiscriminately," Maggie Van Oel, assistant director for housing, said.

"We don’t do it indiscriminately," Van Oel said. "But there are rare cases where we are done for a semester, but the university is not comfortable specifically because of the confidential nature of housing assignments. "We always have a reason," she said.

There are lots of variables," she said. "There are lots of variables." Van Oel said the housing office tries to maintain a date order, but it is often necessary to ship around due to the preferences of the students.

The debate will be sponsored by CAT and YAF with David Mosier and Jeff Kimball posing to divide freedom of speech and diversity on the UI campus. Despite this agreement to disagree, members from both sides offered a few parting shots.

"They are extremely critical of the students," said CAT member Meg Knan. "They purporting to represent America’s youth are not challenged," Schmidt said. "And that’s what they are doing. CAT Tuesday night at the union as design O’Connell ballast. The meeting ended up a shouting match between members of the American for Freedom and College Republicans. UI public safety officers were called in to order order.

Megan Holderness said the city is still appealing with the federal aid doesn’t go further. "The water still hasn’t gone down," Holderness said. "What they are doing is trying to get the city to appeal with the federal aid doesn’t go further. The water still hasn’t gone down," Holderness said.

The city hopes to find out what federal aid it will receive within a month of work, Altman said. Until that time, it cannot reach the city in the ways of major repairs. "We can use our city-fair internal funds to get the water out of the streets and get the grass to the front doors of the city," he said. Our city-fair internal funds to get the water out of the streets and get the grass to the front doors of the city.

Johnson County Democrats’ 33rd Annual Fall Barbecue
Saturday, September 18

Featured Speaker: Atty. General Bonnie Campbell
Johnson County Fairgrounds 5-8 pm
Accessible Facilities/Sign Language Interpreter $7/Children $3.50
Need a Ride? 33-0429

University of Iowa Student Association
Open Elections
Undergraduate Activities Senate (vacant)
Residence Halls: 04 open seats
Family Housing: 01 open seat
OCPSA, the SACC, and the SAC. All petitions must be turned into the University Box Office at which time, you must also sign a $25.00 bond to bar against campaign and election rules violations. Complete rules and descriptions of the procedure will accompany the petitions.

Petitions must be turned in by Noon on Monday, September 20, 1993.

University Box Office Hours are: Mon.-Sat., 10:00 AM-9:30 PM and Sun., Noon-9:00 PM
Contact the USA Office in 411-1616, 335-3809 with any questions.
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British papers parody Florida murders; tourists cautioned

1. LONDON, England (AP) — The murder of a British tourist who was the sixth foreign victim killed in Florida this year has generated headlines that are beginning to outrage British officials. The government is warning its citizens not to travel to the state of Florida, which has a history of violent crimes.

2. SOUTHAMPTON, England (AP) — Despite the growing debate about the future of the British monarchy, her children have spent much of their lives in foreign countries, often visiting wherever she goes. The queen's travels have been the subject of endless speculation, with many wondering if she will ever return to the UK.

3. PARIS, France (AP) — The French government has launched a campaign to promote French cinema and television, hoping to counter the rise of American media. The campaign includes a $20 million fund to subsidize the production of French films and television shows.

4. JERUSALEM, Israel (AP) — Three men face charges in the hijacking of an aircraft last week that was carrying 151 passengers. The hijackers demanded the release of a Palestinian from prison and threatened to blow up the plane.

5. LONDON, England (AP) — The British government has announced plans to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.

6. YEREVAN, Armenia (AP) — Armenian police have arrested three men for their involvement in the hijacking of a plane last week. The hijackers demanded the release of a political prisoner and threatened to release other inmates.

International Notebook

The government will provide an additional $52,000 before the end of the year to subsidize digitalizing, archiving, and other activities to promote French cinema and television.

Exports of French films have been growing for several years. In 1992 they reached $10 million, up from $7 million in 1991, but exports remain far behind the United States.

The British government is expected to announce a plan to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.

Three men face charges in jet hijacking.

The government has announced plans to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.

The government has announced plans to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.

The government has announced plans to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.

The government has announced plans to increase funding for research into genomics, with a focus on improving healthcare and advancing scientific knowledge.
Cowboys back down; Smith a millionaire

Dana H. Freeborn
Associated Press

TEXAS (Texas) - Emmitt Smith and Jerry Jones ended their contract holdout Thursday. The once millions of dollars out of Jones' pocket will be lost football games.

Smith, who watched in tele- vision while the Denver Broncos and Dallas Cowboys played while he was out, signed a contract that could make him the highest-paid running back in the NFL.

"We're going to go out there with what we bring," he added.

Smith said he had to spend 20-30 hours a week to keep his body in shape. He also said he was not sure about his future in the NFL.

Jones said the hope was to use their third-strangest back, who they had planned to start until last season.

The Ninety-Nine's track team lost its opening meet last Friday at Texas Tech with 117-51 and 55-3 at the last two matches.

"I'm not sure what they're going to come this fall," he said. "I'm not sure if we're going to make it or not, but if we do, we're going to be in a very good position to compete later on this fall."

"It's definitely going to be different," he said.

The Cowboys owner and Smith's agent, Leigh Steinberg, have scheduled a conference call to discuss the statuses of both Smith and Ross, who are also in camp.

The news came as a surprise to the Dallas Cowboys, who had expected to keep the running back for another year, according to a source.

The Cowboys figure to use their third-strangest back, who they had planned to start last season after the first division.

"We've been preparing for this for the last three years," Smith said.

"I'm not sure if we're going to do it this year or not, but if we do, we're going to be in a very good position to compete later on this fall."
Dave Winfield gets No. 3,000

Mike Nosal
Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS — Dave Winfield couldn't turn back the clock Thursday night off Oakland's Dennis Eckersley to become the 18th player in major league history to get 3,000 hits.

Winfield fouled off a 1-2 pitch and then grounded a hard single past diving third baseman Craig Paquette. He pumped his right hand in the air, shook hands with first base coach Wayne Traveller and raised both arms amid a standing ovation from the sellout crowd.

Winfield also ranks high in several other categories with six or

Last September, Robin Yount of Milwaukee and George Brett of Kansas City also reached 3,000 career hits.

Winfield is 37th in career hits (3,000). He had eight hits in the four at-bats, but also grounded into a run that helped send the Minnesota Twins into extra innings in the ninth. Minnesota won 3-2.

Winfield was portrayed with the ball at first base while in the Marine mascot suit for just a few ticks.

For two seasons, Winfield's congressional staff will be looking for a great hit that sent the Twins into search of the next prototype batter.

His cheerer off the plate in the seventh inning put him within one of the milestone and he got his 3,000th two innings later off Eckersley, the dominant relief pitcher of the day.

Winfield focused off a 1-2 pitch and then grounded a hard single past diving third baseman Craig Paquette. He pumped his right hand in the air, shook hands with first base coach Wayne Traveller and raised both arms amid a standing ovation from the sellout crowd.
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Iowa Sports

**Iowa to work on résumé**

Hayekyes open season at Illinois State; look to get fifth straight bid into NCAA finals meet.

**Thomason optimistic going into weekend**

Coach Diane Thomason’s team will be led by Mike Egenes and Tom Schroeder, who will want to build on their season this weekend in East Lansing.

**WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY**

The Hawkeyes will be led by seniors Catherine Stec and Jennifer Nelland. Freshmen Carly Schwanke and Katie Schroeder will make their collegiate debuts.

**Women’s cross country head coach Jerry Hassard has recommended that the team should start working on their races.**

Hassard hopes they will start early to see how fast they are going into the final meet. Thomason is looking forward to their season this weekend in East Lansing.

**Tickets available at All**

Tickets available at All - Union Bar 

**丽华鲜肉粽，端午喜相逢**

**BIJOU**

**The Navigator and Daydreams**

**DIRECT FROM LOLLAPALOOZA**

**PRIMUS**

with The Melvins

Tuesday, December 13, 1993 · 8 p.m.

Iowa Memorial Union Main Lounge

**THURS. NIGHT**

**FRI NIGHT**

**PENN ST. SATURDAY**

**SATURDAY NIGHT**

**SUNDAY NIGHT**

**PLAYING THIS WEEKEND**

IN THE IMU TERRACE ROOM

FROM THE NOTES BY EDITH WRIGHTSON COMES A CLASSIC TIME OF DURSTIN FRY’S FESTIVALS.
Max Roach brings jazz virtuosity to Hanicher

By Donald Cohn-Bendit

It's a wonder that a musician who helped launch a revolution in jazz 50 years ago has the stamina to tour as an animated and engaging performer. Roach, 80, has glowed in his master performances of the last decade, performing with younger artists at 9 a.m. studio sessions and 9 p.m. concerts. His new album, "Roach Plus," was released by Blue Note Records.

Roach has been a pioneer in the jazz world, having recorded with such legends as Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and Dizzy Gillespie. He was a key figures in the development of free jazz and is credited with helping to establish the "New Thing" movement, which aimed to break away from the constraints of traditional jazz.

Roach's musical career spans seven decades, and he is widely regarded as one of the most influential drummers in jazz history. His music has been described as "revolutionary" and "groundbreaking," and he has received numerous awards and honors throughout his career.

Roach's concerts are not to be missed, as he continues to push the boundaries of the genre and inspire new generations of musicians. His performances are known for their intensity and energy, and he remains a powerful figure in the world of jazz.
We need people... but not just anybody

Do you enjoy working in an air conditioned environment?
Do you enjoy earning a guaranteed wage, plus overtime?
Do you enjoy working in a fun, upbeat environment?
Full-time and part-time/pet hours available.

If you answered yes to at least one of the above, then this might be the job for you.

Contact local Operations at
351-2691.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

We are currently seeking qualified individuals to fill the following positions.

- Business Experience Preferred, Position Available.
- Drivers Required.
- 8AM-5PM.
- Apply in person or call.

DEPARTMENT STORE

We offer:

- Paid Training
- Competitive Wage
- Medical & Dental Benefits
- Advancement Opportunities

Applicants will be required to be 18 years of age or older.

APAC TeleServices is giving you the opportunity to join one of the fastest growing Telemarketing companies in the nation! Due to our tremendous growth, we are in need of Telemarketing Sales Representatives in each of our calling centers. We offer:

- Paid Training
- Competitive Wage
- Medical & Dental Benefits
- Advancement Opportunities

Applicants will be required to be 18 years of age or older.

APAC TeleServices

EXPANDING

APAC TeleServices is giving you the opportunity to join one of the fastest growing Telemarketing companies in the nation! Due to our tremendous growth, we are in need of Telemarketing Sales Representatives in each of our calling centers. We offer:

- Paid Training
- Competitive Wage
- Medical & Dental Benefits
- Advancement Opportunities

Applicants will be required to be 18 years of age or older.

APAC TeleServices
Weekend music offers comfort in face of looming Iowa winter

Ted Pavion
The Daily Iowan

Del & Gracie the people of this town than with the people at the next table. "Boarding house. But everyone knows that old town story, too."

Despite the constant admonitions of my roommate that old town is too cold, life goes on as usual, and I'm still here. Life goes on, and despite the warnings of my Iowa town, I'm still here. Life goes on, and despite the warnings of my Iowa town, I'm still here.

No one will ever become an iconoclast. The hills and stick shift begin to resemble formalistic forms. And now it's time to lay down and rest. We must support the center of the universe. And now it's time to lay down and rest. We must support the center of the universe.

The Undergraduate Review

Holiday Ranch, above, will play the Iowa City Yacht Club Saturday night, with opening band Sheltering Sky. Left to right: Erik Newman, Eric Moore, Karen Paun, John Schiek and David Rees.

END OF STORY
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"THE NEWEST NEWS WE KNOW"

SHOW YOUR TRUE COLORS!

by Van Hennen

Black, Gold, Green, Navy — As long as it says "IOWA." Show your spirit with official Hawkeye wear from the University Book Store!

Penn State Defeat T-shirt

The Book Store has the official game-t-shirt commemorating Penn State's defeat by the mighty Hawkeyes! Pick up this collector's item today!

Electronics Makes the Big Move

Your favorite electronics shop has expanded and moved! The University Book Store's great selection of software, CD's, walkmans, calculators, and accessories has moved upstairs. Entrance is now off the Terrace lobby of the IMU. Check out our great selection today!

W. P. Kinsella Book Signing

at the UBS

Today at 4:30, the University Book Store welcomes W. P. Kinsella, author of "Shoeless Joe," the inspiration for the hit movie "Field of Dreams." Mr. Kinsella will be on hand to sign copies of his books and, maybe, talk a little baseball, too. Come on in and meet this esteemed author and Iowa Alumnus.

KING
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at Iowa after transferring from

"I push me to do better," he said. "If I weren't having you giving me good competition in practice, I wouldn't be playing." Kinsella and the competition keeps him off the bench, and that the Hawkeyes don't miss a beat no matter which back he is in the game. Whether Kent or I am in there, the name doesn't drop off," he said. "We both are going in there just as hard as we can to see our objective is as effective as possible." Terry, King's backfield mate, and I say that King is working on his goals to becoming an effective player. "I felt that Cliff King worked real hard to get where he is today," he says. "He's a lot more consistent and unselfish, but he will get his feet back under him." King, too, has praise for Terry and newcomer Shockey Store.

"They are both fine runners," he said. "With Ryan you have his power and he goes for big kicks, and with Terry you have his speed and all these moves. They hit the line really well." King hopes: like previous Hawkeye fullbacks, "to prove his pass-carrying ability coming out of the backfield much like his pre­

decessor Loe Montgomery. "I'm very careful in my pas­sing and I try to make something that I commonly work on, becoming a good receiver." But is King's blocking that the Hawkeyes depend on most, a practice that he said is regularly working on. "I feel that I will get better at it as time goes on. It's something that the coach has been working on in training camp and I intend to continue to work on improving it, too." King said that after he recovered from his hip injury, "I gave up on being a true first-stringer, he realized here and in Iowa that he had a chance of being a successful part of the backfield unit. "Going from not having one to getting a scholarship, it makes you want to take it for granted," he said.

DEFENSE

Continued from page 11

Montgomery between 15-20 seconds ago. Center back Jason Erbino is expected to return to practice and is healthy, according to Fry. FCO defensive end Loren Bickham has also caught Fry's attention. "I've been talking to him a lot about getting him to the offensive line," Fry said. One of the main objectives in bringing in the FCO's was to upgrade the depth of the defense. Bickham, that he already sees as an improvement in speed on the defensive line.
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It's been a long time since Iowa beat Penn State. Get a legitimate team to beat Iowa, and it's a "Wow, Iowa won" sport.

There have been a few good Iowa wins over Penn State, but many Hawkeyes will tell you that the Penn State game in 2000 was a thrill, as it was the Big Ten crown.

The Hawkeyes walked away with a win because they seemed to be the better team. Since then, they have been better than Penn State, winning the last two non-conference games.

Iowa welcomes Lions with upset

No wonder Fry was expanding. He now gets to schedule the Hawkeyes, who would get to schedule the championship game and go on to win the national title.

Two Penn State victories in three years was a good achievement.

Another Penn State upset by Iowa, and the Lions are probably better than Penn State.

The program is back on track. Iowa's defense has been playing exceptionally well.
Iowa's Hayden Fry four wins shy of tying the ...
THE AIRLINER

A Tradition at The University of Iowa Since 1944

Come see what BRAD LOHAUS has done to the Airliner!

• Chef Jeffrey's expertly prepared fresh food at exceptional prices. (Stuffed mushrooms $3.95; beer-batter chicken $4.45; Reuben $4.45; Iowa Chop $6.45 and 54 other dishes.)

• The same famous Airliner pizza. Deep-dish Chicago, medium Airliner.

• Completely renovated.

• Serving food 9 am to 11 pm. Football Friday, Saturdays. Completely renovated.

Welcome Hawkeye Fans

25% off All* Hawkeye Athletic Apparel

For adults & children

* Excludes Starter® merchandise.

JC Penney
Old Capitol Mall
337-6455

Kum 'n' Sum Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 10 am - 9 pm
Saturday 10 am - 6 pm
Sunday Noon - 5 pm

ON GAME DAY—AVOID THE TRAFFIC & PARKING HASSLES!
ALL BUSES ARRIVE & DEPART DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY

THE DAILY IOWAN

Here's one way to reach over 50,000 people every day.

HERE'S ANOTHER.

The Daily Iowan
IOWA CITY'S MORNING NEWSPAPER

 Tight ends continue tradition

Joe Donnini

Daily iowan

The tight end has traditionally been a major part of coach Hayden Fry's offense. Last year, Allen Cross anchored the tight end position, starting all 13 games. This year, the Hawkeyes have high hopes for both tight ends, Jonathan Hayes and Marv Allen. Both men have stepped up to help the Hawkeyes win.

Hayes and Allen are two of the most versatile and productive players on the team. Despite their lack of experience, they have been key contributors to Iowa's success.

Allen is a versatile player who has played five positions on special teams. He is known for his blocking ability, which has helped open holes for Iowa's running game.

Hayes is a strong receiver who has made key catches in big games. He had two catches in the win over Penn State, including the one-yard touchdown pass that caps the big hole for Iowa's running game.

Another change for the Hawkeyes will be the move of freshman Slutzker to linebacker. Slutzker has been a key contributor on special teams, and his presence will be missed. However, his transition to linebacker will be crucial for the team's success.

The team has been impressed with Slutzker's ability to learn the new position quickly. He has shown good instincts and has been a key contributor on special teams.

The tight end position has traditionally been a key to Iowa's success. With Hayes and Allen stepping up, the Hawkeyes have a strong foundation for their offense.

Daily Iowan
Sat.

**Celebrate the Hawkeye Victory**

with our Nachos & Hot Wings Bar

following the game

10:30 am - 3:00 pm

**Drink Specials & Contests**

The Iowa Hawkeyes & Rolex

a winning combination

Ladies’ 18K Gold and Stainless Steel Oyster Case

$3600.00

HERTEN & STOCKER

100 W. Dubuque

Sales and Service

---

**Saturday, September 17, 1993**

**One game in the life of Kinnick's student section**

As everyone knows, passing can just be awkward. Here's an account from the mid-1970s...

---

**The Field House**

111 E. COLLEGE ST. • IOWA CITY, IA 52240

**HOLIDAY INN**

DOWNTOWN

354-8794

We've Got a Beautiful World
In Store For You!

- Fine Designer Jewelry
- Unique Books, Tapes & Cards
- Beautiful Gifts from Nature
- Computerized Body Fat
- StairMasters
- Unique Body Shots
- Jacuzzi, Lifecycles
- Steam Room, Sauna
- Complete Locker Facilities
- Private Sauna, Steam Room, Tanning, Gym
- StairMasters
- Computerized Body Fat
- StairMasters
- Computerized Body Fat
- Private Sauna, Steam Room, Tanning, Gym
- Complete Locker Facilities
- Private Sauna, Steam Room, Tanning, Gym

Winter Menu

- Come & Explore!
- VORTEX CRYSTAL & GEM

---

**PreGame • Penn State vs. Iowa**
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Penn State makes Big Ten road debut

By Allen

The Daily Iowan

Before this season, the last time Joe Paterno fixed a Big Ten opponent was in 1984 when Penn State downed the Hawkeyes 20-7 at Kinnick Stadium. Paterno was an independent but Iowa’s current Big Ten task.

Paterno is not sure what to expect in its Big Ten road debut.

“We’re looking at it as very, very tough football game and a very tough football team,” he said. “We’re also aware of the fact that our first Big Ten game away from home and know how difficult the crowd can be. We’re going in there with a lot of apprehension.”

Paterno said USG knocked off USC last week 21-20 and pointed out Minnesota 16-20 in Big Ten opener.

Paterno’s offense is led by senior quarterback John Szock, whose 38 completions and 471 yards for five touchdowns this season has him for Big Ten opener.

Paterno’s defense is led by senior linebacker John Szock, whose 37 tackles this season has him as one of the nation’s top 10 in tackles.

Following Szock are senior defensive end Brian Monaghan (10 tackles) hold the outside linebacker spot. Monaghan is the other inside linebacker, C.J.ｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚｚzza (one of the outside linebackers) and Brian Monaghan (one of the outside linebackers) and Rob Holbom (12 tackles) hold the outside linebacker spot.

Also going up over 750 passing yards in their first two games, Penn State’s secondary looks shaky.

Free safety Lee Rahon, backup back Bochum, and left cornerback Sherry Rhames have ample experience.

Starting right cornerback St. John assistant coach Jack Bechman said: "They have no tackles and a sack. Jackson, whose two sacks lead the team, had a sack." |

"I think we have some kids who are going to be pretty good." Paterno said.

"I don’t think we have a great linebacker right now."

Paterno said junior inside linebacker Brian Gelzheiser is the best the Lions have.

Gelzheiser leads Penn State in tackles with 35 in five games.

"That is the one disturbing part," Paterno said. "That (basin has been such a big part of our team)." He said the Lions still have a "lot of work to do." Paterno said.

"I’ve got to believe that he’s just a little bit of a slump and he’ll kick his way out of it."
King of the backfield
Senior fullback goes from walk-on to starter

Terry Collins
The Daily Iowan

If there is anyone on the Iowa football team that has had to work his way up through the ranks it is fullback Cliff King, who has made the transition from walk-on to special teams player, to backfielder. King is just one of the "high-powered backfield." King had his best game as a Hawkeye last weekend against intrastate rival Iowa State, gaining 59 yards on 11 carries, including a long run of 22 yards. King, who went into the game thinking he would mostly block for the ball, did not anticipate seeing the ball so often. "There were plenty of holes for all of the backs to run through, virtually anyone who carried the ball got yards," Collins said.

The running game essentially thundered Iowa's 28-7 halftime lead in Ames. But Iowa State's comeback, which started late in the second quarter, and the Cyclones' inefficiency in Iowa's 31-28 win over Penn State, were "a sigh of relief," King said. "We have to keep it up and stay focused," he said. "We have to get it done and we have to stay focused."

King stresses that not only does the offense have to get the ball to the backs, but the backs have to do the job of getting the ball to the ends. "If we put together a solid offensive line, we should be all right," King said. "But Iowa's level of enthusiasm has to stay very high. We have to work hard, and the backs have to be ready.

"There has to be a team effort," King added. "We have to get the ball and get away from the Cyclones. The team rushed for a total of 287 yards, with tailback Ryan Terry running for a career-high 107 yards. King matched his previous career high of 59 yards in the backfield. King, who went into the game thinking he would mostly block for the ball, did not anticipate seeing the ball so often.

"There were plenty of holes for all of the backs to run through, virtually anyone who carried the ball got yards," Collins said.

The running game essentially thundered Iowa's 28-7 halftime lead in Ames. But Iowa State's comeback, which started late in the second quarter, and the Cyclones' inefficiency in Iowa's 31-28 win over Penn State, were "a sigh of relief," King said. "We have to keep it up and stay focused," he said. "We have to get it done and we have to stay focused."

King stresses that not only does the offense have to get the ball to the backs, but the backs have to do the job of getting the ball to the ends. "If we put together a solid offensive line, we should be all right," King said. "But Iowa's level of enthusiasm has to stay very high. We have to work hard, and the backs have to be ready.

"There has to be a team effort," King added. "We have to get the ball and get away from the Cyclones. The team rushed for a total of 287 yards, with tailback Ryan Terry running for a career-high 107 yards. King matched his previous career high of 59 yards in the backfield.
Wells sheds pounds, keeps the menace

If Darby selected to The Daily Iowan
Big Ten quarterbacks will be sorry to hear that he's forming a leaner and quicker Mike Wells this season.

Wells was a tough enough load to handle in his first three years at Iowa, when he rewound opponents' signal calls and was named to numerous all-America and all-Big Ten teams. Rather than rest up over the summer and let his weight increase, Wells said he has trimmed off 30 pounds in the off-season. "I'm just adjusting right now," he said, a senior defensive lineman from Arnold, Mo. "I played over 300 pounds in the last game, so I had a bell of a time and I'm tired. So, I have to lose weight. I didn't have to lose 30 pounds, but it's looking good. It's kind of strange. I'm still going against 300-pound guys.

With his two tackles for a loss this season, Wells has 11 tackles for a loss in his career and became Iowa's all-time leader with 41. Wells also owns the Iowa mark for career sacks with 19 and the record coming last Saturday.

"The honors are really nice to have," Wells said. "But when you consider I started three games as a freshman, I've been on the field a long time, opposed by great players like Lenny Smith, Ron Gourde and John Durity. They had a lot to do with those records." When Wells said he's been on the field a long time, he's not joking. Even before he came to Iowa, Wells was a first-team all-American during the 1990 season for Petoskey, Mich. He had four tackles for a loss at that time.

"I had a friend in high school, and when he went to Iowa, I went to Iowa," said Wells, who played high school at Petoskey as a 14-year-old. "He got to play varsity freshman freshman week. I didn't do it at the camp. I just went to play a little over summer camp.

Wells had 41 tackles in his prep career and was named All-State by The Progress and Parade magazine. He was also named to the All-Midwest team and brought him to the collegiate level.

In 1993, he was selected to the prestigious all-American squad by Football News and last season was on a five-team all-Big Ten pick.

This year's prospective All-Americans are projecting Wells as a high choice in the '93 NFL Draft.

"I just have to wait for the same talk as a high school player," Wells said. "I'm just kind of politicking right now. If they are saying the same stuff at the end of the season, it will make a lot more sense.

"I'm just out to do well and have fun at the same time."

"Fun" wasn't a word in Wells' vocabulary last season. Iowa suffered through a 5-7 season and failed to return to a bowl game for only the second time in 12 seasons. Wells was part of the other 1,000-pound club in the 1991 squad that went 5-6, though he was sitting on the first-team defensive line.

"It was a learning experience for me," he said. "I had a bad attitude when I wasn't getting any playing time. Last year was the opposite. It's nice to have the confidence of your teammates and coaches.

Mike Wells is a hard worker, and it didn't pay off for him in 1991. Wells hopes the '93 Hawkeyes can get back on track and enjoy some of the success he looked for in leadership, not because he's a senior, but because of the body of his work at Iowa.
53 points later, Fry happy with defense

Curtis Riggs
The Daily Iowan

Hawkeye head coach Kirk Ferentz
is happy with the play of the Iowa defense this season, even though it has allowed
53 points in the first two games of the season.

"Many of those points came from
terrific field position," said Fry, whose defense is

"It's been a real good
good job," he said.

The Hawkeyes have allowed
only two scoring drives longer
than 60 yards in their victories
over Tulsa and Iowa State.

Fry has been the defensive
unit is making good progress despite
having few new players, including
six junior college players
making their Division I
defbuts.

"Overall, we play good defense
plus we play a lot of people," he
said. "I'd imagine by the Michigan
game that we'll be pretty good.

One of the young players that has
gained early recognition in the
Hawkeye defense is nose guard
Toney Bates, a left defensive end
and tight tackle.

Webb. Webb, Iowa's defensive coordinator, is
very pleased with his defensive
unit's performance.

"We've very pleased with Fry's
efforts," said Brashier, who has
coached with Fry for 21 years.

The Hawkeyes have allowed
53 points in the first two games
of the season.

"Many of those points came from
terrific field position," said Fry, whose defense is
giving up an average of 284.5 yards per game,
which is good enough for fourth place in the conference.

"The defense is doing a
real good job," he said.

The Hawkeyes have allowed
only two scoring drives longer
than 60 yards in their victories
over Tulsa and Iowa State.

Fry says that his defensive unit
is making good progress despite
having few new players, including
six junior college players
making their Division I
defbuts.

"As a whole, we play good defense
plus we play a lot of people," he
said. "I'd imagine by the Michigan
game that we'll be pretty good.

One of the young players that has
gained early recognition in the
Hawkeye defense is nose guard
Toney Bates, a left defensive end
and tight tackle.

Webb. Webb, Iowa's defensive coordinator, is
very pleased with his defensive
unit's performance.

"We've very pleased with Fry's
efforts," said Brashier, who has
coached with Fry for 21 years.
**Iowa Roster**

**Penn State Roster**

**Game Points**

Iowa must revive passing attack

Iowa didn't need much from Paul Burmeister last weekend in Ames. Apart from that intangible factor, leadership, the senior quarterback's role in the Hawkeyes' 31-28 win over Iowa State was of a supporting nature.

That's because 10 Hawkeyes broke up 287 yards rushing, a season high, and 10 Hawkeyes broke up 108 yards passing, a season high. The last time such impressive rushing numbers appeared in the Iowa box score was in 1992, when the Hawkeyes ran for 322 yards in a 56-14 win over Northwestern.

Tailbacks Ryan Terry and Sean O'Hara turned in a 126-yard, 10-carry, 2 TD performance, but they weren't the only offensive forces. In fact, half the offensive line opened up a 29-7 lead.

"The offensive line makes great strides," Fry said. "When they do things right, they do it better than I anticipated they would, even up to the season.

But the real test will be Saturday against Ohio State. In the 21-30 win over Southern Cal to 34 yards rushing, Iowa will have to do better than last week to win.

Burmeister will also have to spot biggest numbers of 6-4, 71 yards and one touchdown. A stiff wind kept Iowa from throwing in Iowa, Iowa will have the luxury of choice against Penn State.

If Penn State has an offensive weakness, it's opened the post. The Trojans throw for 251 yards last week and throw for 177 in the 38-30 win over Southern Cal to 34 yards rushing, Iowa will have to do better than last week to win.

Burmeister said those numbers are deceiving.

"Minnesota had to throw the ball 65, 70 times to have that kind of success: we're not going to do that," he said.

Minnesota quarterback Tim Schade went 33-for-49 and threw four interceptions. That's regard- ful of Burmeister's attempts against a Penn State team.

**Sherrin mentioned 20 times**

In the 33-10 loss to Minnesota, Schade was mentioned 20 times. Fry said Schade was held to 20 (11) yards rushing,

The real story of the game was the Burkett's running game. Schade was mentioned 20 times. Fry said Schade was held to 20 (11) yards rushing.

**Burmeister mentioned 10 times**

Burmeister's status for Saturday is uncertain. "I'm not sure if he'll be available for a game," Fry said. "I'll have to look a little bit further to the back after a couple of games."

"I've been the same person," Fry said. "I've been the same person." Burmeister, who missed practice Friday and Saturday, was held to 10 (4) yards rushing.

Burmeister has missed practice Friday and Saturday. But he's sticking with the line, who is the team's most prolific scorer with 211 points and is second only to Lee Richter (246) on the all-time scoring list.

"We've had a lot of players that I don't know how they're going to play this week," Fry said. "I don't know how they're going to play this week."